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The 'Race to the Top' Winners: How 
States Plan to Use Quality Ratings 
Systems 
Laura Bornfreund, February 7, 2012 

 

When the Obama Administration unveiled its priorities for 

the early childhood version of Race to the Top, two focus 

areas were apparent at the start:  improving access to high-

quality early learning programs for high-need 

children and creating coordinated systems of early 

education, birth through pre-kindergarten.  To do both, the 

administration designed the competition to favor states 

with big plans for rating the quality of childcare and pre-K 

programs and using those ratings to prompt 

improvements. 

 

These rating systems – known as tiered Quality Rating and 

Improvement Systems (QRIS) – became a critical part of 

the grant competition. All the winners, with the exception 

of California, which we’ll talk about shortly, got high marks 

for their plans. 

 

QRISs, which are compared to market-based approaches 

like hotel ratings, often use a simple 3-, 4- or 5-star rating to 

summarize information on quality in multiple categories, 

such as child/staff ratios and teacher credentials. States  

publish the ratings on Web sites and in community 

brochures so that parents (the consumers) can make smart 

choices about where to enroll their children.* The ratings 

are also supposed to help determine what types of 

professional development may be required by different 

centers to achieve higher levels of quality. The ratings are  

designed to help ensure that public childcare subsidies – 

many of which are paid to low-income parents in the forms 

of vouchers – go to providers with some evidence of 

providing a good experience for children. 

 

All states vying for the grant were required to complete a 

“core area” in the RTT-ELC application titled “High Quality, 

Accountable Programs.” Peer reviewers were employed to 

read those applications and score them according to set 

criteria. In this section, the Departments of Education and 

Health and Human Services asked states to: 

 

1) Explain how they have implemented or plan to 

implement a system that is linked to the state’s licensing 

system, includes standards that are measurable and that 

differentiate between levels of program quality, and 

adopts a statewide set of tiered program standards. 

 

2) Describe how they will promote participation in the 

QRIS among early education programs for children from 

birth through 5, including: 

 

• State-funded preschool programs; 

• Early Head Start and Head Start; 

• Programs funding under IDEA or Title I of ESEA; 

and 

• Programs funded by the Child Care Development 

Fund (Block Grant) 

 

(They also had to explain how they have implemented or 

plan to implement policies and practices that help more 

families afford high-quality childcare.) 

 

3) Explain how they will rate and monitor participating 

programs and provide tiered QRIS and licensing 

 information to parents. 

 

4) Describe their plan to improve the quality of programs 

participating in the tiered QRIS. 

 

5) Validate the effectiveness of their QRIS in at least two 

ways: 

 

• Whether the tiers accurately reflect differential 

levels of program quality; and 

• The extent to which changes in quality ratings are 

related to progress in children’s learning, 

development and school readiness. 
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We’ll get to the last bullet in our next post.  For now, we’ll 

focus on which states scored the highest on the first four 

areas above, based on peer reviewers’ scores. (Thanks to 

Sara Mead – an EdWeek blogger, senior associate at 

Bellwether Education Partners, and former director of the 

Early Education Initiative here at New America – for 

compiling all the scores and making them available in 

an easy-to-read spreadsheet.)  

 

A Core Area of the RTT-ELC Application: High 

Quality, Accountable Programs 

Sub-Section Point 

Value 

High-Scoring 

States (Points) 

1. Development of or plan to 

develop statewide TQRIS 

10 Massachusetts 

(10), Delaware 

(9.4), Ohio (9) 

2. Promote participation 

among programs and help 

families afford high-quality 

programs 

15 Massachusetts 

(14), North 

Carolina (13.4), 

Ohio (13.4) 

3. Rate and monitor programs 15 Delaware (14.4), 

North Carolina 

(13.6), Arkansas* 

(13) 

4. Improve program quality 20 North Carolina 

(19.2), Delaware 

(18), Oregon* (18) 

* Non-winners 

 

It’s not surprising that North Carolina made the top in 

almost every section; the state implemented its original 

QRIS in 1999, and then revised it in 2005. North Carolina 

has been doing this work a long time. 

The winners put forth thoughtful plans to encourage 

participation and improve program quality. Many of the 

states that won grants included a 100 percent participation 

goal for all licensed and publicly funded programs, 

including home daycare providers, state-funded pre-K 

programs, Head Starts and center-based early learning 

programs. Rhode Island, for example, will require all 

licensed programs to participate in BrightStars, the state’s 

QRIS, by making licensing the first tier of its rating system. 

And beginning in 2014, the state will also require all 

programs receiving state or federal funds to participate. 

We also noticed several categories of innovations. Below are 

some of the main categories we spotted, along with some 

examples from winning states. 

Assessing quality with tools for observing interactions 

between teachers and children 

• All of the winners mentioned that they already use 

or plan to use the Classroom Assessment Scoring 

System (CLASS), and/or other similar tools to 

measure teacher-child interactions. The CLASS 

measures these interactions within three domains 

(emotional climate, classroom organization, and 

instructional support) along multiple dimensions, 

including quality of feedback and concept 

development, among others. (For more on 

observation tools and the importance of measuring 

teacher-child interactions, read our recent 

paper, Watching Teachers Work: Using Observation 

Tools to Promote Effective Teaching in the Early Years 

and Early Grades.) 

 

Tying subsidies to highly rated programs 

• Delaware plans to increase its childcare subsidy 

reimbursement rates for all participating programs 

that serve children living in poverty. The highest-

rated programs, those achieving 5-stars, will be 

reimbursed at 100 percent of market 

rate.  According to the state’s application, no other 

state reimburses at that rate. 

 

• To encourage low-income families to choose 

higher quality centers for their children, 

Maryland    is introducing a co-payment differential 

based on the center’s “check” level (which is the 

same as the star level in other states). At the same 

time, the state will also provide increased subsidy 

reimbursement rates for programs that attain a 

higher level of quality. If a family chooses a check-

level-5 center, for example, their co-payment would 
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be 75 percent less than if they chose a check-level-1 

center, and the level 5 program would receive 44 

percent above the base reimbursement rate. 

 

• The North Carolina legislature enacted a law that 

prohibits children receiving a subsidy to be served 

by 1- or 2-star programs. This law takes effect July 1, 

2012. 

 

• Ohio will pilot the elimination of co-payments for 

publicly subsidized childcare when families choose 

a tier-2- or tier-3 program – programs considered 

high-quality under the current ratings structure. 

(Ohio currently has a three-tiered QRIS, but plans 

to expand to a five-tiered system as part of this 

grant.)The state will examine whether that 

additional financial support will help to drive 

families to attend highly rated programs. The state 

will use the results to inform future co-payment 

policies. 
 
Easing administrative burdens 
 

• Delaware is establishing a “card swipe” system, 

which will make it easy to register a child‘s 

attendance, assessment data and other important 

factors each day. According to the state’s 

application, this feature will also provide programs 

and state officials with greater visibility into data 

trends at a group level and offer parents a potential 

window into their child‘s learning outcomes. 

 

• Minnesota developed an accelerated pathway for 

providers to achieve a higher rating. The pathway 

allows accredited childcare programs, Head Start, 

and public school-based prekindergarten programs 

(known as School Readiness programs) to 

complete an abbreviated application to attain a 4-

star rating. The purpose is to alleviate burdens on 

programs that already meet high standards such as 

those required by the Office of Head Start and for 

NAYEC accreditation. 

 

• North Carolina is part of a partnership with the 

federal government, Learning Laboratories L2, to 

explore opportunities to align monitoring 

requirements across federal and state early 

childhood systems. North Carolina will investigate 

requirements for childcare, its QRIS, the state-

funded pre-K program and federal Head Start. 

 

Creating professional-development and resource hubs 

• Maryland intends to establish “Early Childhood 

Education Breakthrough Centers” in its Title I 

attendance areas. These centers will advise 

programs on quality improvement incentives, 

consult with programs on effective strategies for 

professional development, child wellness, family 

engagement and early learning, and provide 

coaching and mentoring. The breakthrough 

centers will mirror those established as part of 

Maryland’s Race to the Top – K-12 grant. 

 

• The Massachusetts’s Department of Early 

Education and Care, in collaboration with the 

United Way of MassBay and Wheelock College, are 

developing a tiered QRIS overview as an online 

course available to all early educators. The 12-hour 

online course will be translated into three 

languages (Spanish, Portuguese and Haitian), 

explore the current science of brain development, 

explain the QRIS standards and the tools that 

measure process and structural quality indicators 

and cover how to apply this knowledge to early 

education. 

 

• In Washington,,,, programs funded by Head Start 

and the state’s Early Childhood Education and 

Assistance Program (ECEAP) will be eligible to 

receive an annual incentive for becoming local 

training hubs in their community, providing 

leadership and support to local licensed childcare 

facilities participating in the state’s QRIS. Head 

Start/ECEAP programs may provide training on 

observation tools and other classroom 

assessments, family engagement and other quality 

practices. The state intends the training hubs to 

become “communities of practice,” where 
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programs can share resources and improve 

community specific efforts. 

 

There is one RTT-ELC winner that plans to do things a little 

differently. California will establish 16 regional tiered 

QRISs instead of a statewide system. This did not put the 

state at a disadvantage because officials explained in the 

application that each regional consortium would align their 

local system with the set of statewide program standards – a 

requirement of the competition. California plans to leave 

much of the QRIS design up to the local consortia, 

including incentives, the details of the rating system and 

the creation of tiers and benchmarks. The potential 

strength in California’s plan is that the state will expect the 

consortia to mentor and support each other as they work 

toward building sound systems that meet the needs of their 

respective communities. 
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The 'Race to the Top' Winners: 
Evaluating Quality Ratings Systems 
Laura Bornfreund, February 9, 2012 

 

State and federal policymakers seem to have bought into 

the idea that rating systems are the best mechanism to 

encourage early learning programs to improve their quality 

and assist parents in selecting centers that will best prepare 

their children to learn. 

The weight given to Quality Rating and Improvement 

Systems (QRIS) in the Obama Administration’s Race to the 

Top – Early Learning Challenge is a prime example. 

Applicants had to show that they were using or developing 

“tiered” systems that showcased varying levels of quality, 

with exemplar centers earning, say, 5 stars, and low-quality 

centers not earning any stars at all. 

But we actually don’t know much about how successful 

QRISs are at doing those things. Up to this point, there has 

been limited research on the effectiveness of quality rating 

systems as a strategy for improving childcare center quality 

and even less research on improving learning outcomes for 

children, especially based on school readiness measures. 

So, to have the most impact on early learning, are the 

investments in QRIS justified? In a recent article for The 

New Republic, Sara Mead shares some concerns: 

“Unfortunately, there’s not much evidence that 

creating QRIS will produce any significant 

improvements in children’s readiness to learn. Because 

many of these programs are relatively new, there is 

little research on their effectiveness. The research that 

does exist is not encouraging: A study of Colorado’s 

acclaimed Qualistar QRIS by researchers at the  

 

RAND Corporation found little to no evidence of a 

relationship between childcare programs’ star ratings 

and child outcomes. 

“Further, increased use of QRIS could have a number 

of unintended negative consequences. Since the 

proposed rating system places a heavy emphasis on 

costly inputs like classroom furnishings and teacher 

education, QRIS could drive up costs at a time when 

many families are already struggling to afford child 

care and cash-strapped states are ill-equipped to make 

large new investments.” 

The Early Learning Challenge does provide the opportunity 

for more rigorous research on the effectiveness of QRIS to 

improve quality and learning outcomes for children, 

including high-need children, but at the same time requires 

states to put a significant amount of resources into 

planning, developing, implementing a sustaining their 

QRIS. Hopefully the evaluations will provide evidence of 

improved program quality and children’s learning 

outcomes and not that the costs of the system outweigh the 

benefits. 

Evaluation of tiered QRISs was one of five components 

under the “core area” in the RTT-ELC application titled 

“High Quality, Accountable Programs.”  Specifically, states 

were asked to: 

• Validate the effectiveness of their QRIS in at least 

two ways: 

 

o Whether the tiers accurately reflect differential 

levels of program quality; and 

o The extent to which changes in quality ratings 

are related to progress in children’s learning, 

development and school readiness. 

 

Including student outcomes has not been required of QRIS 

in the past. Most states’ systems have focused primarily on 

inputs such as teacher qualifications, child-to-staff ratios, 

curricula, program administration, physical environment 

and the like. Some or all of these inputs likely have a 

positive effect on student learning, but policymakers need 

evidence to back up that theory. 

Reviewers of states’ applications gave especially high marks 

to three states:                                                                  
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A Core Area of the RTT-ELC Application: High 

Quality, Accountable Programs 

Sub-Section Point 

Value 

High-Scoring 

States (Points) 

Validate the tiered QRIS 15 Michigan* (15), 

North Carolina 

(15), 

Pennsylvania* 

(14.2) 

* Non-winners 

 

Note that Michigan, a non-winning state, earned the full 15 

points for its plan too. Michigan came in ninth place for the 

“High Quality, Accountable Programs” core area, but did 

not make it into the winners circle overall. The other 

winners ranged from California with 9.8 points to 

Delaware with 13.8 points. There were several other non-

winning states that fell within this wide range, including 

Illinois, Oregon, New Jersey, Colorado and Nebraska. 

Those five tied with or scored just below Delaware. 

Among the winners, North Carolina was the only state to 

earn a perfect score for its validation plan. Remarking on 

the state’s plan, one peer reviewer said, “NC has a strong 

plan to build on previous validation studies of the NC 

TQRIS to demonstrate that the tiers reflect meaningful 

differences in quality.” Another reviewer noted, “Their 

process evolves from prior validation study of their TQRIS 

and builds upon it to gather additional and important 

information to link quality early learning and development 

programs to great child outcomes.” 

Sampling of past research in winning states on QRISs 
 

As noted, the evidence base for the impact of QRIS is thin 

so far. But there have been some studies of rating systems 

that include information on children’s performance.   Here 

are summaries of the research that states included in their 

RTT-ELC applications. (We did not review the complete 

studies.) 

 

• A three-year independent evaluation was 

conducted on Minnesota’s “Parent Aware” QRIS 

pilot. One of the areas researchers measured was 

children’s progress overtime. Evaluators recruited 

4-year-old children from rated programs and 

assessed in the fall and spring using multiple 

assessment tools that included the same domains 

as Minnesota’s kindergarten readiness assessment. 

Researchers reported that children, overall (the 

results were not linked to individual children), 

made significant gains from the fall to the spring 

on measures of expressive and receptive 

vocabulary, print knowledge, phonological 

awareness, reduced anxiety/withdrawal and 

persistence, but no gains were observed in early 

mathematics. Researchers, however, did not 

compare children’s progress in rated programs 

with children’s progress in unrated programs. 

Minnesota also analyzed the tiers of its QRIS to 

determine whether they accurately differentiated 

quality levels. While fully rated 4-star programs 

outscored programs at other levels on several 

observation-based measures of the learning 

environment such as the CLASS and ECERS-R, in 

some cases there was not great variation between 3- 

and 4-star programs. 

 

• North Carolina has conducted two separate 

validation studies of its QRIS, the first in 2001 and 

the second in 2010. For the 2010 study, the 

University of North Carolina-Greensboro collected 

data on toddler and preschool classrooms from 

childcare centers at all five star levels. Researchers 

found that classrooms in 4- and 5-star programs 

received significantly higher scores on observation-

based assessments than classrooms in 1- through 3-

star programs, but no significant differences 

between 4- and 5-star programs. This finding is the 

driver of North Carolina’s RTT-ELC validation 

study, focusing on differentiations of quality in its 

upper tiers.   

 

UNC-Greensboro also looked at relationships 

among star ratings, quality measures and 

children’s social and cognitive skills and emotional 

experiences. Researchers found that, in classrooms 

that received high scores on CLASS and ECERS-E 
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(two observation-based assessments of the learning 

environmental assessment), preschool children 

demonstrated more ability to distinguish what they 

know from what they see Children also exhibited 

more flexible thinking when their outdoor 

environments were rated at a higher level. Toddlers 

were perceived to have fewer behavior problems in 

high-scoring classrooms. In its application North 

Carolina said its next steps would be to examine 

progress over time in a broader range of skills and 

further differentiate children’s development, 

learning and readiness for school at each star level. 

• Ohio has had three independent evaluations of its 

QRIS, “Step Up to Quality.” The most recent in 

2011 found that after controlling for family 

characteristics and children’s demographics, 

children in tier 3 programs (Ohio’s highest tier at 

the time) performed better on measures of literacy- 

and math-based standardized tools than children 

attending programs in lower tiers. Additionally, 

when matched with a sample of 12 non-rated 

programs, rated-programs score much higher than 

non-rated programs on many teacher quality and 

child outcome measures used. This may be some 

of the best data out there showing an impact on 

school-readiness measures, , but the study was 

relatively small, including two teachers and five 

children from each classroom in 36 programs. 

During this study, evaluators asked parents’ 

permission to link individual child data collected 

during the study to the child’s results on Ohio’s 

current kindergarten readiness assessment, which 

focuses on literacy. These results weren’t in as of 

the submission of Ohio’s application. And for the 

RTT-ELC grant, Ohio is expanding the scope of its 

kindergarten assessment. 

 
A sampling of what winners plan to study and how they 
plan to do it 
 

• For its evaluation North Carolina plans to focus on 

its upper tiers of QRIS. The study will also look at 

family child care (excluded from previous studies) 

and include infants and toddlers. And the state 

plans to document program features most closely 

associated with differences in outcomes among 

children with high-needs and identify quality 

features that distinguish programs of the highest 

quality from the rest. 

 

• Massachusetts intends to validate the “self-

assessment” that must be completed by programs 

participating in its QRIS.  The state plans to 

“externally validate” whether the results of the self-

assessments are good indicators of differences 

between programs at Levels 3 and 4. Massachusetts 

plans to audit programs in the study sample to 

determine whether the self-assessments are 

accurate, identify inaccuracies and explore the 

reasons for inaccuracies with the respective 

program directors. 

 

• Maryland plans to conduct two studies. First, for all 

programs participating in Maryland’s system, 

called EXCELS, evaluators will collect program, 

staff and child-level data on quality indicators, 

professional development and children’s learning 

progressions at multiple times during the pre-K 

years of  and at the start of kindergarten. These 

data will be used to provide a snapshot of 

Maryland’s programs, as well as look at the 

relationship between quality indicators and 

children’s learning. 

 

The second study will take a deeper look at a 

randomly selected state-funded pre-K, preschool 

centers and home-based programs. It will study 

two separate cohorts of children that begin 

participating in EXCELS centers in 2013 and 2014. 

Evaluators will collect data from classroom 

observations and parent and teacher surveys and 

use it to identify the associations between teacher-

child interactions, using CLASS, and children’s 

learning. According to Maryland’s application, 

using two different cohorts will allow researchers 

to capture and evaluate change in programs, 

classroom and child-level data longitudinally as 

programs begin their second year of participation 
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in EXCELS. Additionally following a cohort of 

classrooms longitudinally using Maryland’s Early 

Childhood Data Warehouse and Longitudinal State 

Data System, researchers the impact of EXCELS 

indicators and CLASS  scores on Maryland’s 

kindergarten readiness assessment and the 

Maryland State Assessment that children take in 

later grades. 

Once again California    is an outlier. Because it won’t have a 

statewide QRIS, California officials don’t see evaluation of 

every region’s QRIS as feasible. So the state will select a 

subset of consortia for validation by an independent 

evaluator. Peer reviewers expressed concerns with this 

approach, noting “The consortia that will be evaluated may 

not represent the diversity from all the consortia.” 

Additionally, the structure and tiers of each region’s QRIS 

could end up vastly different. Without evaluating each 

system, there’s little way to tell if they have comparable 

results for improving program quality. 

The results from states’ evaluations will surely benefit the 

field. They will provide more information on whether these 

rating systems are an accurate measure of quality, 

particularly in those states examining which quality 

indicators seem to matter most. The studies could also 

provide important insight into how program quality affects 

children’s learning and development outcomes and 

kindergarten readiness. 
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The 'Race to the Top' Winners: How 
States Plan to Improve Early Learning 
Standards 
Laura Bornfreund, February 17, 2012 

 

Every state that won a Race to the Top – Early Learning 

Challenge grant chose to describe how they have or plan to 

develop high-quality early learning standards, a “focus 

investment area” in the application. The most successful 

states were able to demonstrate standards across multiple 

domains of early learning, as well as plans to align these 

standards with the state's K-3 academic standards. 

In the standards section of their applications, states were 

required to: 

• Explain how their early learning standards are 

developmentally, culturally and linguistically 

appropriate across each age group and describe 

how they cover the multiple domains of school 

readiness. These domains include literacy, 

cognition and general knowledge; approaches 

toward learning, which refers to how young 

children approach tasks and helps develop skills 

such as persistence; physical well-being and motor 

skills; and social-emotional skills; 

 

• Describe how the early learning standards are 

aligned with the state’s K-3 early literacy and 

mathematics standards; 

 

• Show the standards are included in program 

standards (such as Head Start requirements), 

curricula, the state’s comprehensive assessment 

system, the state’s early learning workforce 

competencies and in professional development 

materials; and 

 

• Discuss how the state is promoting or will promote 

the use of the standards across early learning 

programs. 

 

California, Maryland and Delaware were the top three 

scorers in the standards section of the application, which 

was worth a total of 60 points. The section included four 

potential focus areas, from which states were required to 

choose at least two: 1) developing and using early learning 

standards; 2) supporting effective uses of comprehensive 

assessment systems; 3) identifying and addressing health, 

behavioral and development needs; and 4) engaging and 

supporting families. Depending on whether states selected 

two, three or four focus areas, their maximum possible 

score for each area could be 15, 20 or 30 points.       

Thanks to Sara Mead – an EdWeek blogger, senior associate 

at Bellwether Education Partners, and former director of 

the Early Education Initiative here at New America – for 

compiling all the scores and making them available in 

an easy-to-read spreadsheet. 

 

Focus Investment Area: Developing and Using 

Statewide, High-Quality Early Learning and 

Development Standards 

State Points 

Received 

Total Possible 

Points 

California 29.4 30 

Delaware 28.8 30 

Maryland 14.2 15 

Massachusetts 18.2 20 

Minnesota 27.6 30 

North Carolina 13.4 15 

Ohio 26.6 30 

Rhode Island 23.6 30 

Washington 27.8 30 

 

Most winning states were able to boast about existing early 

learning standards for birth to age five in most, if not all, 

the domains of school readiness, as well as alignment or 

plans to align with the Common Core K-12 standards (see 

right). 

The winning states had plans to ensure early learning 

standards align across other early childhood program 

standards, such as those for Head Start, and also had plans 

to align learning standards to early educator competencies, 
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assessment systems and quality rating and improvement 

systems (QRIS). Many states also discussed recent 

standards-alignment reviews or future plans to conduct 

alignment reviews of their early learning standards. 

We want to highlight two types of initiatives many of the 

winning state applications described: aligning early 

learning standards with K-3 standards in subjects beyond 

literacy and math, and providing resources or professional 

development to early learning providers. We’ll also 

highlight a couple of other standalone initiatives. 

Aligning early learning standards with K-3 standards in 

subjects beyond literacy and mathematics: 

• Maryland has aligned its pre-K through 8th grade 

standards in physical education, arts, English 

language arts, math, science and social studies. 

Additionally, the state has social and emotional 

development standards for both pre-K and 

kindergarten. 

 

Focus Investment Area: Developing and Using 

Statewide, High-Quality Early Learning and 

Development Standards 

State Already has 

early learning 

standards 0-5 

Plans to align or 

has aligned with 

Common Core 

standards K-3 

California Yes Yes 

Delaware Yes Yes 

Maryland Yes Yes 

Massachusetts Yes Yes 

Minnesota Yes No. Has not 

adopted the 

Common Core 

standards 

North Carolina Yes Yes 

Ohio Yes Yes 

Rhode Island No* Yes 

Washington Yes Yes 

*Does not currently have infant and toddler standards. The 

development of these standards is part of RI’s proposal. 

• Ohio plans to develop new standards in approaches 

toward learning, social-emotional development and 

physical development for children from pre-K to 

grade 3. The state will engage national experts to 

facilitate development of these standards. A model 

curriculum will also be developed to support the 

implementation of the standards. 

 

• Washington plans to expand the alignment of its 

updated early learning standards with K-12 

standards. The new alignment will address areas 

such as social-emotional development, which are 

not fully included in existing K-3 standards. 

 

Providing resources or professional development to early 

learning providers: 

• California plans to produce a series of new 

professional development materials and trainings 

to help early childhood educators better use the 

state’s early learning standards. The series will 

include DVDs of the preschool learning standards 

in action in the classroom, which will be 

distributed to higher education faculty; 

professional development networks and 

specialists; and child care resource and referral 

agencies. The state will also expand the reach of 

its Collaborative on the Social and Emotional 

Foundations for Early Learning (CA CSEFEL), 

which will mentor early childhood programs to 

promote the social and emotional development 

and school readiness of young children. CA 

CSEFEL was established with a federal grant. 

 

• In Delaware, the University of Delaware and 

Delaware Technical and Community College—the 

primary preparers of early childhood educators in 

the state—will integrate new early learning 

standards into their courses to help new and 

continuing teachers understand how to use them 

in their classroom. 

 

• Maryland plans to develop a “Guide to Early 

Childhood Pedagogy” for pre-K to second grade 
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teachers. The guide would support the 

implementation of the state’s Common Core 

curriculum in preschool settings and in the early 

elementary grades. It will include toolkits and 

strategies for developing: 

 

o Child-centered learning environments; 

o Curricular strategies to engage English 

Language Learners; 

o Inclusive curriculum for children with 

disabilities; 

o Formative assessments; 

o Family engagement plans; and 

o Leadership skills for administrators of 

elementary schools and early learning 

programs. 

• Massachusetts has developed an online, 

continuing education program and a credit-

bearing course to introduce and expand the use of 

the state’s three sets of early learning standards: 

those for infants and toddlers, those for pre-K, 

and those for the pre-K Common Core in math 

and literacy. These courses are delivered to 

providers through regional “Educator Provider 

Support” grantees and through “Readiness 

Centers,” which are hubs for early learning 

professional development. During the first year of 

its grant, the state will conduct an analysis to 

ensure its various standards are aligned. In the 

second year of its grant, Massachusetts plans to 

provide coaching and mentoring on the standards 

to educators, and further develop the standards 

based on the results of its alignment review. 

 

• North Carolina is currently revising its early 

learning standards to reflect new research. To 

ensure that early learning providers understand 

the new standards, the state will develop a 

training guide to be used by higher education 

faculty and professional development providers. 

The state will also develop an online training 

module for providers and a promotional video for 

families about the new standards. Finally, relying 

on its current and successful “Train the Trainer” 

model, the state will establish “Cross-sector 

Professional Development Institutes” to bring 

together providers of state-funded pre-K, child 

care, Head Start, Early Head Start, Title I and 

IDEA programs, so educators can learn together 

about the new standards, review the training 

guide and develop plans to coordinate their own 

local cross-sector professional development. 

 

• Ohio will develop job-embedded professional 

development on the new content-area standards 

for educators, from birth through grade three. 

The professional development will be offered in 

several formats including train-the-trainer 

models, face-to-face workshops and online 

learning. 
 
Other initiatives: 
 

• Massachusetts plans to begin the process to 

develop, adopt and implement English Language 

Development standards for early learning 

educators. 

 

• Maryland    also plans to field test early science, 

technology, engineering and math (STEM) 

programs for preschoolers in programs that feed 

into Title I elementary schools. This initiative 

stems from low early science results on 

Maryland’s kindergarten readiness assessment 

and reports that preschools have been eliminating 

early science from their curriculum. 

 

• Minnesota plans to establish a review cycle for its 

early learning standards to ensure they reflect 

updated early learning research and changing K-

12 standards. 
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The 'Race to the Top' Winners: How 
States Plan to Develop the Workforce 
Laura Bornfreund, March 2, 2012 

 

For the RTT-ELC competition, states were required to 

explain their plans to create a strong early education 

workforce. It is important to have strong teachers in early 

childhood programs, which is why improving the quality of 

the overall workforce and retaining effective teachers was a 

priority in the competition. States laid out a range of 

different plans, from Massachusetts’ proposal to give tax 

credits to early educators to California’s emphasis on 

ensuring that four-year institutions accept credits from 

community colleges. 

Specifically, states had to show they were doing one or both 

of the following: 

1.    Developing a workforce competency framework (what 

individuals in the early education workforce should know 

and be able to do) and establishing a common, statewide 

progression of credentials and degrees aligned with the 

framework. Additionally states were asked to explain how 

they work with postsecondary institutions and other 

training providers to align professional development with 

the framework; and/or 

2.    Supporting early educators in improving their 

knowledge, skills and abilities by expanding access to 

effective professional development (aligned with the 

competency framework) and by implementing policies and 

incentives that promote improvement, career advancement 

and retention of effective teachers. 

Delaware and Massachusetts were the two highest scoring 

applicants with 38.8 and 37.2 points, respectively. The 

entire workforce development section was worth 40 points. 

If states opted to develop plans for both subsections, they 

were worth 20 points each. Here’s how the winning states 

fared: 

Not shown to the right, nine non-winning states earned 

higher scores than some of the winning states. Oregon tied 

Massachusetts for the second highest score. Other high 

Focus Investment Area: A Great Early Education 

Workforce 

State Points for 

Sub-Section 1 

Points for Sub-

Section 2 

Delaware 20 18.8 

Massachusetts N/A 37.2 

Washington 36.8 N/A 

California N/A 36.2 

Maryland 19 17.2 

North Carolina N/A 36.2 

Minnesota 17.2 14.6 

Ohio 30.8 N/A 

Rhode Island 16.2 14.2 

 

 

scoring non-winning states include: New Mexico, 

Wisconsin, Maine, DC, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Illinois 

and New Jersey. (You can find these states’ 

applications here.) 

All of the winning states currently have a set or sets of early 

education workforce competencies at least for early 

childhood teachers....    Rhode Island, for instance, also plans to 

develop additional sets of competencies for family child 

care providers, early childhood special educators, program 

administrators and professional development providers and 

postsecondary staff. The state expects to complete the 

frameworks for family child care providers and early 

childhood special education teachers this summer. At that 

time, the state will work with postsecondary institutions to 

align their curricula with the state’s competency 

framework. 

For this post, we will focus on four types of initiatives 

described by the winning states: 

• Aligning teacher preparation with state 

competency frameworks; 

• Improving articulation between 2-year and 4-year 

postsecondary institutions; 

• Improving access to professional development; 

• Providing incentives for improving practice and to 

improve compensation. 
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We’ll also highlight a few other initiatives. 

Aligning teacher preparation with state competency 

frameworks 

• As part of Delaware’s application, all 2- and 4-year 

preparation programs have agreed to align their 

coursework with both the state’s early learning 

standards and the competency framework by the 

fourth year of the grant. 

 

• Minnesota plans to develop new guides to make 

its competency framework more accessible and 

understandable for educators working with 

children aged 3 to 5 and for family child care 

providers. 

 

• Ohio says that its primary professional 

development providers and some postsecondary 

institutions already align with the state’s 

competency framework, but it acknowledges that 

the state does not have a clear picture of the extent 

of that alignment, especially in bachelor’s degree 

programs. So the state plans to analyze the 

alignment of credential and degree programs with 

its competency framework. The state will engage 

with postsecondary institutions and other 

professional development providers to align their 

coursework with the framework. 

 

Improving articulation between two- and four-year 

institutions of higher education 

• In 2006, California developed a “program of 

study” for community colleges, which was aligned 

with California’s competency framework. The 

program of study, referred to as the “Core 8” 

coursework, includes courses in child growth and 

development; child, family and community; 

curriculum; principles and practices of teaching 

young children; observation and assessment; 

health, safety and nutrition; teaching in a diverse 

society; and a student teaching experience. 

 

Presently 102 of 105 community colleges have 

aligned with or intend to align with the Core 8. 

With the RTT-ELC grant, the state plans to expand 

the Core 8 to include coursework on teaching 

infants and toddlers; working with children with 

special needs; and program administration. The 

plan is to ensure that four-year institutions accept 

these courses for credit when students transfer. 

• Massachusetts has two strategies to remove 

obstacles for students who want to transfer from a 

community college to a four-year preparation 

program. In 2010, the state produced a map to 

help students compare institutions and read about 

coursework and other program completion 

requirements. Massachusetts has also created the 

“Early Childhood Education Transfer Compact,” 

which has been signed by institutions of higher 

education. To ensure it is implemented as 

intended, the state’s Early Education and Care 

(EEC) office is working the Department of Higher 

Education and the institutions to address 

challenges with the transfer of credits from two-

year to four-year institutions. EEC also plans to 

convene a college president’s forum to specifically 

address gaps in teacher preparedness, particularly 

in the subject areas. 

 

• North Carolina is working on improving 

transitions from community colleges to four-year 

universities. Some universities accept the 

associate’s degree in early childhood education as 

a block, but others require students to repeat 

courses. The state’s Birth-Kindergarten 

Consortium has started to develop a system-wide 

articulation agreement between community 

colleges and state universities offering the birth-

kindergarten license. The state’s Early Childhood 

Professional Development Council is charged 

with working to get all universities to adopt the 

agreement. 

 

This articulation issue is a big one for a lot of states. We 

wrote about it in our policy paper, Getting in Sync: 
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Revamping Preparation and Licensure for Teachers in Pre-K, 

Kindergarten and the Early Grades. We found that students 

who started their early childhood education preparation at a 

community college often have to repeat courses when they 

transfer to a bachelor’s degree program. This is not fair to 

prospective teachers, adding both cost and time barriers to 

completing their education. 

Improving access to professional development 

• Delaware plans to provide voluntary on-site 

leadership coaching to early education program 

directors. Directors of programs serving large 

numbers of high-need children will receive two 

days of coaching per month and other directors 

will receive a half day of coaching per month. The 

coaching will focus on understanding the state’s 

early educator competencies, observing adult-

child interactions and providing useful feedback, 

promoting developmentally appropriate practice 

and using the state’s career lattice. (A career 

lattice is a pathway of lateral and upward moves 

early educators can make – typically professional 

development, additional credentials or degrees) to 

advance their knowledge, skills and abilities and 

in many cases their compensation.) 

 

• In Maryland,    the state is anticipating a shortfall of 

certified teachers in its state-funded programs due 

to requirements that they have a bachelor’s degree 

and state certification in early childhood. The state 

plans to create an alternative pathway for teacher 

preparation in early childhood certification using 

the state’s existing structure for alternative 

preparation for subject area education. The state’s 

Department of Education will collaborate with a 

state university create the alternate path for 

individuals who already have a bachelor’s degree 

and are seeking PreK-3rd certification. Maryland 

plans to implement this initiative by July 1, 2013. 

 

• North Carolina plans to establish an innovation 

fund for community college programs to increase 

access and student success. Potential students are 

often working full-time with family obligations. 

The fund will help programs create evening and 

weekend courses as well as online options to meet 

working students’ needs. Each year, community 

colleges will be able to apply for funding under 

this program. North Carolina also plans to create 

an online master’s degree in early childhood 

program leadership and management to enable 

program administrators to develop these skills. 

 

• Washington will embed its career lattice in the 

state’s registry, the Managed Education and 

Registry Information Tool (MERIT), this year. 

MERIT helps early educators find training 

opportunities, access information on career 

pathways and track individual career progress. 

Once registered, early educators will be assigned 

one of the 15 levels on the career lattice based on 

verification of their education and training. 

Participants will receive a $100 reward for 

registering in MERIT. Then they will receive 

additional rewards as they progress up the career 

lattice, completing trainings and attaining 

credentials or degrees. 

 

Providing incentives for improving practice and to improve 

compensation 

• Delaware plans to launch a new compensation 

strategy for early education programs that helps to 

recruit, develop and retain effective 

teachers.  Programs serving large numbers of 

high-need children will be given first priority. The 

state’s strategy includes 1) recruitment bonuses 

for teachers with an associate’s degree or higher 

and who remain with the program for at least one 

year, and 2) wage enhancements for teachers who 

attain additional credentials and higher levels on 

the state’s career lattice. These enhancements will 

also be tied to the state’s quality rating & 

improvement system. Teachers who have an 

associate’s degree or higher, for example, will 

earn a $3,000 annual enhancement and those 
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who work in programs with a three- to five-star 

rating will earn a $4,000 annual enhancement. 

 

• Maryland currently offers and plans to continue 

offering funding for credentialed child care 

providers to pursue a bachelor’s degree in early 

childhood education or a related discipline. 

 

• Massachusetts hopes to implement a tax credit for 

early educators to address the issue of inadequate 

compensation. There is a bill currently pending in 

the state legislature that calls for the creation of a 

15 percent refundable tax credit for early 

educators. 

 

Other initiatives 

• Beginning this summer, Massachusetts plans to 

evaluate the effectiveness of state-funded 

workforce development programs. The state will 

look at how well higher education coursework and 

early educator trainings match the state’s 

competency framework. 

 

• Minnesota plans to develop a virtual career 

guidance website for early childhood educators 

who are seeking career advising. 

 

• North Carolina intends to hire an additional 

“healthy social behavior specialist” to provide 

technical assistance and training to classrooms 

with children with challenging behaviors. This is 

in response to the number of expulsions and 

suspensions from early learning programs. The 

specialist will be able to help teachers learn to 

better handle children’s behavior problems. 

 

For more information on the composition and 

compensation of the early education workforce see 

this recent report from the U.S. Government Accountability 

Office (GAO). 
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The 'Race to the Top' Winners: How 
States Plan to Assess Kindergarten 
Readiness 
Laura Bornfreund, March 13, 2012 

 

One of the priorities for the RTT-ELC was “Measuring 

Outcomes and Progress.” States had two options under this 

category: kindergarten entry assessments (KEAs) or early 

learning data systems. Applicants could choose to describe 

their plans for one or both options. All the winners chose to 

write about their plans for KEAs. Six of the nine winners 

also explained their plans for building or enhancing their 

states’ early learning data systems. In addition to the 40 

points available for this priority area, states could also earn 

10 extra credit points for having a high-quality plan to 

implement a common, statewide KEA that informs 

instruction and services in the early grades of elementary 

school. 

States’ descriptions had to show their current or planned 

KEA is: 

• Aligned with the state’s early learning standards 

and covers all “essential domains of school 

readiness,” which include: language and literacy 

development, early math and science, approaches 

toward learning, physical development and social 

and emotional development; 

• Valid, reliable and appropriate for the target 

population of kindergarten students, including 

English language learners and children with 

disabilities;  

• Administered beginning no later than the start of 

the 2014-2015 school year; 

• Reported to the state’s longitudinal data system 

and to the early learning data system if they are 

separate; and 

• Funded, in significant part, with federal or state 

resources other than RTT-ELC grant funds. 

All of the winners’ plans adequately addressed the 

requirements above. Maryland was the highest 

scoring winner with 19.6 out of a 20 possible 

points. The entire Measuring Outcomes and 

Progress section was worth 40 points. If states 

opted to develop plans for both subsections, they 

were worth 20 points each. Here’s how the 

winning states fared: 

 

Understanding the Status of Children’s Learning 

and Development at Kindergarten Entry 

State Points for 

kindergarten 

entry 

assessments 

Total points 

available 

Received 

(10) extra 

credit 

points 

Maryland 19.6 20 Yes 

Ohio 17.8 20 Yes 

Minnesota 17.2 20 Yes 

California 34.4 40 Yes 

Washington 33.2 40 Yes 

Rhode Island 16 20 Yes 

North Carolina 15.4 20 Yes 

Massachusetts 14 20 Yes 

Delaware 26.4 40 No 

 

 

Delaware scored well below the other winners. Most 

reviewers scored its plan as “medium-quality” and “partially 

implemented,” resulting in the lower score. Non-winning 

states that were high-scorers in this section include Florida, 

Maine, Colorado, New Mexico and Connecticut. 

Below are details on what winning states are doing or plan 

to do when it comes to kindergarten entry assessments. 

Improving Work Sampling Systems 

• Maryland and Ohio    are planning to develop new 

KEAs, which will be field-tested in 2013 and given 

to all public school kindergarten students in 2014. 

Since 2001, Maryland has used an adaptation of 

the Work Sampling System as its readiness 

assessment. Each November, teachers conduct 

the observational assessment and children are 

categorized as “fully ready,” “approaching 

readiness” or “developing readiness.” Ohio also 

has an existing KEA, but it measures only 
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children’s literacy abilities, while Maryland’s 

portfolio system also looks at social/emotional 

development, artistic development, and other 

skills. 

 

Coupled with the development of a new KEA will 

be the creation of formative assessments for pre-K 

and kindergarten teachers, to help them tailor 

their instruction to individual student needs. The 

various assessments will be computer-based. Data 

from the entry assessment, across all domains of 

learning, will be captured by an online system. 

The states plan to create professional 

development workshops for teachers on how to 

use the assessments. To support this face-to-face 

learning, the states are also planning to develop 

online tools and content and create professional 

learning communities. Additionally, Ohio and 

Maryland will establish a teacher certification 

process to ensure educators are able to reliably 

administer these assessments. Ohio also intends 

to link KEA results to children participating in 

publicly funded preschool programs, as well as 

programs participating in the state’s QRIS. 

Maryland and Ohio will share the costs for 

development of the KEA, and once ready, they 

plan to make it available to other interested states 

for purchase. 

Both states, along with several other winners, are 

part of the Partnership for Assessment of 

Readiness for College and Career (PARCC) 

Consortium, one of two consortia receiving a 

federal grant to establish common state 

assessments aligned to the Common Core 

Standards. Maryland and Ohio will align their 

kindergarten through second grade assessments 

with PARCC’s system. The other national 

standards group, the Smarter Balanced 

Assessment Consortia, plans to develop 

assessments for grades 3-12 only. 

• Similar to Maryland, Minnesota    is currently using 

an adapted version of the Work Sampling System 

as its KEA. The state has given the assessment to 

a sample of children for the past 10 years, and has 

completed a validation study to determine how 

well the assessment predicts third grade 

achievement. (Read pages 195-196 of the 

application for more on the results.) Minnesota 

plans to expand and refine its system, linking 

KEA scores to the state’s longitudinal data system 

and convening a task force to discuss how the 

current KEA could be enhanced. Districts are 

encouraged to use KEA data, among other 

information, to identify staff development needs 

and to inform their local literacy plan to ensure 

every child is reading at or above grade level by 

the end of third grade. Moving forward, the state 

plans to use its current KEA for the 2011-2012 

school year, and will begin planning to implement 

a new KEA statewide in 2014-2015. 

 

State-created assessment 

• In 2010, California contracted with the WestEd 

Center for Child and Family Studies and the 

University of California – Berkley Evaluation and 

Assessment Research Center to develop and test 

an assessment for school readiness, called the 

Desired Results Developmental Profile for School 

Readiness (DRDP-SR). This assessment is 

currently being implemented as part of the state’s 

existing “Desire Results System,” which was 

established in 2001 to improve quality in 

preschool programs. The state already uses a 

similar developmental assessment for preschool, 

which is aligned to the state’s early learning 

standards and covers all the essential domains of 

school readiness. 

 

The DRDP-SR is an observational assessment 

designed to inform curriculum planning for 

individual children and support continuous 

program improvement. The instrument was 

piloted with four levels of readiness: developing, 

building, integrating and applying. After the pilot, 

however, officials determined some of the 
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measures were too difficult for kindergarten 

students. As a result, the state plans to add an 

additional “early” level of readiness, called 

“practicing.” (For more on this challenge read 

pages 172-173 of the application.) The assessment 

will be finalized this spring and ready for 

implementation on a voluntary basis by the 2014-

2015 school year, with early adopters using it this 

coming school year. California also plans to 

develop training materials and web-based tools for 

teachers on how to use the assessment. 

Teaching Strategies GOLD 

• Washington    piloted and evaluated its KEA, the 

Washington Kindergarten Inventory of 

Developing Skills (WaKIDS), during the 2010-2011 

school year. It will become mandatory for full-day 

kindergarten classrooms this September. 

Washington’s assessment includes three 

components: 1) the Teaching Strategies 

GOLD assessment to gather readiness data; 2) 

one-on-one or small group meetings between 

kindergarten teachers and families at or before 

the beginning of school year to discuss children’s 

strengths and to set goals for the year; and 3) 

collaboration between early learning providers 

and kindergarten teachers before the school year 

to share information, smoothing transitions for 

children. 

 

Prior to full implementation for all 

kindergarteners during the 2014-2015 school year, 

the state will host a series of professional 

development trainings for districts, schools, 

teachers, and support staff. Through a 

partnership with Thrive by Five Washington, the 

state will introduce the public to the concept of 

KEAs. The University of Washington will conduct 

two validity and reliability evaluations to ensure 

GOLD results are accurate. (For information on 

these evaluations, see page 178 of the application.) 

The state will integrate WaKIDS data into its 

longitudinal data system and report results to the 

public. 

• Delaware    also plans to use Teaching Strategies 

GOLD for its pilot KEA, but this formative 

assessment won’t necessary become the state’s 

official KEA. Currently, many Delaware school 

districts limit their assessment of new 

kindergarteners to literacy readiness, but with the 

RTT-ELC grant the state plans to develop or select 

a KEA that measured all domains of school 

readiness. 

 

Delaware’s GOLD pilot began in June 2011 and 

will run for two years. In the application, state 

education officials write the purpose of the pilot is 

to “provide policymakers with a deeper 

understanding of the challenges and supports 

required for kindergarten teachers to utilize a 

formative, multi-domain assessment to appraise 

the skills of each of their students upon school 

entry, and then to translate the data into improved 

instructional practice.” Following the completion 

of the GOLD pilot, Delaware plans to examine 

several other potential assessment tools, as well, 

to determine which is most appropriate. 

Delaware envisions its KEA as two pieces: a 

formative assessment, like GOLD, and a family 

questionnaire. The state also plans to use a 

separate assessment to validate the results of the 

formative assessment to ensure it is a reliable 

measure that can inform state and local policy 

decisions. If the formative assessment is found to 

be valid, the DOE may phase out the additional 

assessment. Delaware is aiming for the KEA to be 

used in all classrooms by the 2014-2015 school 

year. 

Building on existing work or starting fresh 

• North Carolina    currently conducts a KEA and an 

ongoing formative assessment in literacy and 

math in kindergarten, first and second grades. 

Due to weaknesses the state has identified in its 
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current assessment strategies, North Carolina 

plans to use the RTT-ELC grant to move in a new 

direction for measuring kindergarten readiness. It 

plans to build on the existing assessment and 

create a new KEA that provides data to help close 

the achievement gap and helps improve 

instruction in the early grades. 

 

North Carolina will broaden its current K-2 

assessments to include all essential domains of 

school readiness and extend to third grade. The 

assessments will be developed with the goals of 

reducing the school readiness gap at kindergarten 

entry, as well as by the end of third grade. The 

state is currently revising its early learning 

standards, so officials plan to hold off on 

finalizing the content of the KEA until it can be 

aligned with the new standards. 

In its application, North Carolina says, “We do not 

believe there is an existing measure that meets 

the criteria for reliability and validity, is aligned 

with its early learning standards, is appropriate 

for all children and matches the purposes 

required by the RTT-ELC.” Other winners seemed 

to lean more toward reviewing and selecting or 

adapting the best existing assessment tool rather 

than create their own. North Carolina also noted 

in its application that the state would be open to 

participating in a consortium of states to develop 

an appropriate assessment tool, although it didn’t 

name other states it had approached or might be 

interested. 

North Carolina plans to fully implement the KEA 

during the 2014-2015 school year, beginning in 

schools with the largest number of high-need 

children. The state also plans to use a significant 

portion of the funds on professional development, 

teaching educators how to implement the new 

assessment tool and use the data it generates to 

guide instruction. 

• Rhode Island does not currently have a common, 

statewide KEA. By law, however, school districts 

are required to screen children prior to school 

entry to determine how prepared they are in 

literacy and math. Districts must develop “personal 

literacy plans” for children who are reading below 

grade level, but individual districts can choose their 

own screening tools. In December 2010, Rhode 

Island began planning for a statewide KEA, 

establishing an assessment work team as part of 

the Rhode Island Early Learning Council. The state 

plans to pilot its newly developed KEA in select 

districts during the 2014-2015 school year. 

Additional school districts will be added, beginning 

with districts with the most high-need children, in 

the 2015 and 2016 school years. The costs of 

implementing this KEA are included in the state’s 

education funding formula. Rhode Island plans to 

use grant funds to develop or identify an 

appropriate assessment and develop training for 

teachers around it. 

 

• Massachusetts    will also implement a new KEA 

system. The state is unique among the winners in 

that it prioritizes local decision-making. 

Massachusetts will require participating schools to 

use an approved formative assessment tool that 

covers all essential domains of school readiness: 

the Work Sampling System, Teaching Strategies 

GOLD, High Scope COR, or any other tool the 

district chooses and for which it obtains state 

approval. Pre-K programs participating in the 

state’s tiered QRIS or that receive state pre-K funds 

are already required to use one of these assessment 

tools. This raises questions about alignment: It will 

be possible for a pre-K program to use work 

sampling, for instance, and for the public school it 

feeds into to choose another tool, such as GOLD. It 

isn’t clear whether elementary schools will be 

asked to consider what their feeder pre-K programs 

are already using when making their own 

assessment tool decisions. We hope they do. It 

would be beneficial for principals to connect with 

local public pre-K directors to discuss why they 

chose a certain assessment and challenges they 
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encountered and to determine if it makes sense to 

use the same tool. 

 

Massachusetts also plans to develop its own 

statewide measure of children’s school readiness 

by cross-walking the items on the three state 

approved assessments to find similarities. The 

state will contract a qualified institute of higher 

education to complete this work. The state expects 

that the common measure will provide data, 

regardless of assessment tool used by districts, to 

provide a statewide picture of children’s readiness 

for kindergarten. In year two of the grant, 

Massachusetts plans to release a series of reports, 

including one on how the common metric was 

created and a second on the results of the pilot 

study using the common metric. 

In reviewing Massachusetts’s application and peer 

reviewers’ comments and scores, we found a 

scoring mistake. The state earned the 10 extra 

credit points available for implementing a 

kindergarten entry assessment, but it should not 

have. According to reviewers’ instructions, to earn 

the KEA extra credit points, a state had to either: 

o Verify that the state has already implemented 

a KEA that meets RTT-ELC requirements, or 

o Write a response to the kindergarten entry 

assessment section (E1) of the application that 

scored at least 70 percent of the maximum 

points available. 

 

In Massachusetts’s case, there were 20 maximum 

points available. The state earned three scores of 

12 out of 20, a score of 16 and a score of 18. The 

three scores of 12 only equal 60 percent of the 

total points available, making the state ineligible 

for the points since it does not meet the other 

criteria of already having a qualifying assessment 

in place. Yet one of the reviewers who gave the 

state 12 points still granted it the extra credit 

anyway. The other two reviewers who scored the 

KEA section a 12 did not grant the extra credit. 

More than likely, this was simply a miscalculation 

by one of the peer reviewers. 

And upon further review, we found this error 

would not have dropped Massachusetts’s score 

enough to take it out of the top nine. The state 

would still be a grant winner. We did, however, 

think it was worth noting that mistakes like this 

do happen. Federal officials didn’t catch this one 

either, as the 10 extra points were included in the 

state’s total score. 
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The 'Race to the Top' Winners: How 
States Plan to Include Early Grades 
Laura Bornfreund, March 16, 2012 

 

Last December, we wrote about states that included plans 

for either pre-K through third grade or birth through third 

grade improvement in their RTT-ELC applications. Today 

we’ll focus on the winners’ plans under this 

optional invitational priority. Delaware, Maryland, 

Massachusetts, North Carolina, Ohio, Rhode Island and 

Washington focused on sustaining gains into the early 

grades, while two other winners, California and Minnesota, 

chose not to participate. 

The Departments of Education and HHS invited states to 

explain how they planned to: 

• Align K-3 standards with early learning 

guidelines across all essential domains of 

school readiness; 

• Ensure smooth transitions between pre-K and 

kindergarten programs; 

• Promote health and family engagement across 

the early learning continuum; 

• Increase the percentage of children who are 

proficient readers and able to do mathematics at 

grade level by the end of third grade; and 

• Leverage existing federal, state and local 

resources. 

 

Below are examples of the kinds of pre-K-third grade 

specific initiatives winners plan to put into place. (Most of 

these initiatives were also highlighted in our 

December blog post on RTT-ELC applications.) 

Delaware is developing “Readiness Teams” in high-need 

communities. These teams would include early grade 

teachers, elementary school principals, pre-K providers, 

parents and community partners. The teams will be 

charged with helping to smooth children’s transitions from 

pre-K to kindergarten, building on linkages between early 

learning and kindergarten standards; aligning children’s 

learning and development experiences in the early years 

and early grades; and working to address potential barriers 

to success in school. 

Maryland will expand its already existing “Teacher and 

Leader Effectiveness Academies” by creating “Leadership in 

Early Learning Academies.” These would enable teachers 

working with high-need children in pre-K, Head Start, 

childcare and up through second grade to learn 

developmentally appropriate instructional strategies that 

support the Common Core Standards. 

Over the next four years, officials from Massachusetts say 

the state plans to dedicate $4 million to sustaining gains 

made in early learning programs by building on practices 

from its statewide birth-to-third-grade literacy initiative. The 

state’s goal is to have a “fully aligned system” 

encompassing the following areas: cross-sector alignment, 

leadership quality, teacher quality and capacity, 

instructional tools and practices, instructional 

environments, data and assessments, family engagement, 

and transitions through the birth-to-third-grade continuum. 

In addition to North Carolina’s    plans for K-3 assessments 

and early learning through K-12 standards alignment, the 

state plans to set aside $1 million from the grant to pilot a 

project that improves the use of classroom and assessment 

data among principals and teachers in school districts 

within its “Transformation Zone,” an economically 

distressed area with large numbers of high-need children. 

Ohio intends to develop K-3 standards in the domains of 

social-emotional development, physical well-being and 

health. With the RTT–ELC grant, Ohio will implement and 

evaluate an effort in three rural communities that combines 

two existing Ohio initiatives: SPARK Ohio (Supporting 

Partnerships to Assure Ready Kids) and the Ready Schools 

Initiative. Ready Schools is a “school-focused” initiative, 

aiming to improve linkages with the early learning 

community (birth – 5), align standards, curriculum and 

assessment (pre-K-3), improve services and 

communications with families and community 

organizations, and evaluate the initiative. SPARK is a 

“family focused” initiative that prepares high-need 4-year-

olds for kindergarten by helping families help their 

children succeed in school. 
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Rhode Island plans to build on its pre-K through third 

grade literacy policy, leveraging existing federal, state and 

local resources to ensure that pre-K programs and K-3 

classrooms are strong teaching and learning environments. 

The state lists a number of strategies on which it intends to 

focus. Here are three: 

• Ensuring that evidence-based literacy instruction 

is integrated into early childhood and K-3 teacher 

preparation programs, professional development 

and support for teachers and early learning 

providers; 

• Providing dedicated time for program, classroom, 

school and district level planning; and 

• Implementing scalable solutions to chronic 

absence from school and summer learning loss. 

Rhode Island’s application made the most explicit 

reference to improving teacher preparation 

programs. We were thrilled to see this. Many 

states discussed professional development of 

current teachers, but few even mentioned a focus 

on prospective teacher preparation or licensure. 

Washington has been working on making free full-day 

kindergarten available to all children, and in 2009, the 

legislature made it a part of the states’ basic education 

requirements for the first time. State-funded full-day 

kindergarten will be fully implemented in the 2017-18 

school year. This year, the legislature approved new 

funding to expand the sites currently offering state-funded 

full-day kindergarten. The state is also building 

a longitudinal data system that would include student-level 

information on children’s pre-K experiences and outcomes. 

This information will be available to elementary school 

teachers as well as to pre-K providers. 

As we’ve written many times, we were disappointed Race to 

the Top gave only an “invitational” nod to the concept of a 

seamless continuum of learning for children from birth 

through third grade. But we were happy to see that the vast 

majority of the winning states included this as a priority in 

their work. 

This concludes our series on what RTT-ELC winners plan 

to do to implement and evaluate quality rating and 

improvement systems; improve early learning standards, 

develop the workforce and assess kindergarten readiness. 

We will follow these states as they begin to carry out their 

projects, and we’ll report from time to time on the progress 

they are making, as well as on future RTT-ELC 

competitions. 

CORRECTION 3/20: In an earlier version of this post, a 

sentence summarizing the winning states' plans referred to 

only some of them having a focus on "early childhood" 

although the subject of this post was more specifically on 

"sustaining gains into the early grades." We apologize for 

the confusion. 
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Notes 

 

Assessment, Standards and Workforce Resources 

o Common Core Standards. http://www.corestandards.org/ 

o Government Accountability Office. ”Early Child Care and Education: HHS and Education are Taking Steps to Improve Workforce 

Data and Enhance Worker Quality.” http://gao.gov/assets/590/588577.pdf 

o High Scope Child Observation Record. http://www.highscope.org/Content.asp?ContentId=113 

o New America Foundation. “Watching Teachers Work: Using Observation Tools to Promote Effective Teaching in the Early Years and 

Early Grades.” http://earlyed.newamerica.net/sites/newamerica.net/files/policydocs/Watching_Teachers_Work.pdf 

o New America Foundation. “Getting in Sync: Revamping Licensing and Preparation for Teachers in Pre-K, Kindergarten, and the 

Early Grades.” http://earlyed.newamerica.net/publications/policy/getting_in_sync 

o The Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for Colleges and Careers. http://www.parcconline.org/about-parcc 

o Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortia. http://www.smarterbalanced.org/ 

o Teaching Strategies GOLD Assessment, Washington. http://www.teachingstrategies.com/page/GOLD-assessment-online.cfm 

o Work Sampling System, Maryland. http://www.pearsonassessments.com/HAIWEB/Cultures/en-

us/Productdetail.htm?Pid=PAworksampl 

 

QRIS Resources 

o CLASP. “QRIS in the Spotlight as States Prepare to Submit Early Learning Challenge Applications.” 

http://www.clasp.org/issues/in_focus?type=child_care_and_early_education&id=0330 

o Early Learning Challenge Collaborative. http://www.elccollaborative.org/qris.html 

o Mead, Sara. “Obama’s Education Legacy for America’s Youngest Kids: Too Little, Too Late.” The New Republic. 

http://www.tnr.com/article/politics/98094/obama-early-childhood-education 

o NAEYC. “QRIS Resources.” http://www.naeyc.org/policy/statetrends/qris 

o New America Foundation. “A Stimulus for Second-Generation QRIS.” 

http://earlyed.newamerica.net/publications/policy/stimulus_second_generation_qris 

 

RTT-ELC Resources 

o Mead, Sara. Education Week. “Analyzing ELC Scoring.” 

http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/sarameads_policy_notebook/2011/12/analyzing_elc_scoring.html 

o New America Foundation. “Race to the Top – Early Learning Challenge.” 

http://earlyed.newamerica.net/publications/special/rate_to_the_top_early_learning_challenge_52026 

 

U.S. Department of Education. Race to the Top - Early Learning Challenge 

o RTT-ELC Application: http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop-earlylearningchallenge/applicant.html 

o RTT-ELC Awards: http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop-earlylearningchallenge/awards.html 

o RTT-ELC Peer Reviewer Biographies: http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop-earlylearningchallenge/applications/peer-

reviewers-bios.pdf 

o California RTT-ELC Application: http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop-earlylearningchallenge/applications/california.pdf 

o Delaware RTT-ELC Application: http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop-earlylearningchallenge/applications/delaware.pdf 

o Maryland RTT-ELC Application: http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop-earlylearningchallenge/applications/maryland.pdf 
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o Massachusetts RTT-ELC Application: http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop-

earlylearningchallenge/applications/massachusetts.pdf 

o Minnesota RTT-ELC Application: http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop-earlylearningchallenge/applications/minnesota.pdf 

o North Carolina RTT-ELC Application: http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop-earlylearningchallenge/applications/north-

carolina.pdf 

o Ohio RTT-ELC Application: http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop-earlylearningchallenge/applications/ohio.pdf 

o Rhode Island RTT-ELC Application: http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop-earlylearningchallenge/applications/rhode-

island.pdf 

o Washington State RTT-ELC Application: http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop-

earlylearningchallenge/applications/washington.pdf 
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